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Luke 6:27-38 

[Jesus said:]  “ But I say to you that listen, Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless 
those who curse you, pray for those who abuse you. If anyone strikes you on the cheek, offer the 
other also; and from anyone who takes away your coat do not withhold even your shirt. Give to 
everyone who begs from you; and if anyone takes away your goods, do not ask for them again. Do 
to others as you would have them do to you. 

  “ If you love those who love you, what credit is that to you? For even sinners love those who love 
them. If you do good to those who do good to you, what credit is that to you? For even sinners do 
the same. If you lend to those from whom you hope to receive, what credit is that to you? Even 
sinners lend to sinners, to receive as much again. But love your enemies, do good, and lend, 
expecting nothing in return. Your reward will be great, and you will be children of the Most High; 
for he is kind to the ungrateful and the wicked. Be merciful, just as your Father is merciful. 

  “ Do not judge, and you will not be judged; do not condemn, and you will not be condemned. 
Forgive, and you will be forgiven; give, and it will be given to you. A good measure, pressed down, 
shaken together, running over, will be put into your lap; for the measure you give will be the 
measure you get back.” 
——————————————————————————————————————— 
 

“I can’t believe how she could just turn the other cheek…” 
“He’d give you the shirt off his back to help you…” 
 
It’s interesting how Jesus’ words and examples have an abiding place in our language 
and expressions.  “Turn the other cheek.”  “Giving the shirt off one’s back…”  Two 
thousand years later we still use Jesus’ words in our everyday speech, in order to 
convey things we’d like to admire.  In many ways, that’s a good thing, I guess.  Jesus’ 
words deserve to be remembered as we think about forgiving wrong rather than 
getting even, and acting with more selfless devotion rather than keeping more for 
oneself.  But our familiarity with the suggestion to “turn the other cheek,” and with 
the idea of giving “the shirt off one’s back” also insulates us from what was the jaw-
dropping affect of Jesus’ words when they were first uttered.  So much of what Jesus 
called people to do was so counter to their culture, and so counter to what was 
deemed as necessary good sense in times of conflict.  Few of Jesus’ teachings were as 
challenging and off-putting as those read for us in today’s gospel reading.  And you 
know what?  For us these teachings are still so challenging and so off-putting!   
 
When you’ve been insulted, your reputation marred, or your face slapped, just how 
likely is it for you to turn the other cheek?  How likely is it for you to just take it, and 
not to strike back in some way?  We’ve all learned that it is an awfully wrong and sick 
thing for the abused to just keep taking the abuse and to suffer in silence.   
 
Giving the shirt off your back to help someone is one thing.  But Jesus is actually 
talking about discovering that someone has successfully sued you for all your 
“coverage”.  And you’re supposed to give to that person or company the shirt off 
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your back as well?  Come on!  And then to give to all who beg from you, or to lend 
without ever seeking a return - wouldn’t that just turn you into a beggar, and so add to 
the problem?   
 
And what about Jesus’ opening salvo: “Love your enemies”?  For the life of me, I can 
hardly feel any love for those who have been out to get me, harm me, malign me, and 
take me down.  As noble as “Love your enemies” may sound, wouldn’t it just make us 
wimps who refuse to defend ourselves and to stop someone else’s hateful attempts?   
 
So here we are, trying to politely listen to Jesus; but knowing all the while that there 
seems to be precious little chance that we’ll actually follow these injunctions.  But 
before we silently demur on what Jesus is saying, maybe we ought to wonder if we’re 
really hearing Jesus.  And to hear Jesus, we’ve got to try to listen with first-century 
Palestinian ears.   
 
In Jesus’ day, all of what he describes would have been very public acts.  They would 
happen in full view of other people, and not in private, behind any closed doors, or 
hidden from others.  If someone had a grievance against you, he might finally in 
public slap your face, in order to try to shame you before others.  He would always 
use his right hand, the public  hand.  If slapped, you might well slap his face in return, 
and as a way to defend your honor and to divert some of the shame.  And then things 
would probably escalate. But if you simply turned the other cheek, then the fellow 
who slapped you faces something of a conundrum.  He could walk away and hope his 
insult would be enough.  But in the heat of the moment, if he wanted to press his 
insult, the only way he could slap you again would now be with the back of his hand.  
And giving someone a back-handed slap would in that culture be over the top!  In the 
eyes of others it would clearly shame him a lot more than his initial slap had 
embarrassed you.  It’s a gamble, but Jesus is actually being quite cagy in his 
admonition to turn the other cheek, and so to nonviolently defend your honor.   
 
Palestine was a very poor country with an often corrupt judicial system.  The powerful 
could and did use the courts to prey on the poor. Most people had precious few 
garments at all.  So if the more elite person won his suit against you, you might well 
have to give him your coat or outer garment.  And going around without the outer 
garment could certainly have shamed and embarrassed you before others.  But if you 
gave him your shirt or under garment as well, you might be walking around almost 
naked.  And suddenly people’s attention would turn to the person who sued you!  
People would wonder what kind of person would sue someone for the shirt off their 
backs.  And so both the person who sued and the corrupt judiciary would be the 
focus of shame and disgrace.  Again, it’s a gamble, but Jesus is actually being quite 
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cagy in his admonition to give the shirt off your back, and so to nonviolently defend 
your honor and divert shame elsewhere.   
 
But what about the real kicker “Love your enemies”?  First of all, in Jesus’ culture - 
and perhaps different from ours - people knew they had enemies and who they were: 
the Roman troops of occupation, the foreign landlords gobbling up family lands, and 
the competitive clan or family unit jockeying to take over what little you and yours 
had.  It was often survival by being the meanest and most conniving.  And secondly, 
love or hate were descriptors of behaviors, and not feelings.  Now I’m sure people 
had feelings, but the people of Jesus’ culture were really focused on actions, and 
especially public behavior.  “Love your enemies,” does not mean that you somehow 
have to feel all warm and fuzzy about them.  It’s not about how one feels about an 
enemy; it’s about how one treats an enemy.  In short, Jesus is not saying that we have 
to like those who seek to harm or ruin us.  But Jesus is saying that we are to find 
public ways to show that we still treasure the human welfare and the human dignity of 
even those who seek to deny, if not destroy ours.  In this worship setting, we might 
grant ourselves moments to muse over how noble this would be for us to do.  But in 
the heated and hurtful moments of conflict, it will seem awfully difficult and terribly 
impossible to demonstrate any love for our enemy…unless we love who and whose 
we are.   
 
Life in our country has always been fraught with fierce debate, loud disagreements, 
opposing points of view, and tensions between the different groups found in our 
populace. But sometimes fear of change and loss, resentment of others’ influence, and 
a frantic desire to regain control of where things are headed - well, they could all lead 
us to lose sight of the human welfare and dignity of those who differ from us.   And 
before we know it, injustices will be tolerated, institutions corrupted, and our way 
idolized while another’s way stigmatized.  Loving your enemies means first of all 
respecting the dignity and serving the needs of even those who oppose us and might 
be out to get us.  Today as in Jesus’ day, hating your enemies means publicly 
degrading, then dehumanizing, and soon demonizing those who oppose us and might 
be out to get us.  The tense and charged divisiveness in our country of late leads me to 
worry a bit about all this.  What about you?  In the heated and hurtful moments of 
conflict, it will seem awfully difficult and terribly impossible to demonstrate any love 
for our enemy…unless we love who and whose we are.   
 
Do you know what campaign really secured our victory in World War II?  Some of 
you may want to debate me on this, but I think it was the Marshall Plan, the plan to 
provide aid, reconstruction, and recovery…for our enemies.  Yes, the enemies had to 
be stopped for the sake of the world’s welfare.  But as never before in human history, 
as far as I know, were a country’s enemies so loved instead of abandoned or enslaved.  
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Even our enemies, who might not have deserved it, could share in a victory of human 
dignity and worth.  In the heated and hurtful moments of conflict, it will seem awfully 
difficult and terribly impossible to demonstrate any love for our enemy…unless we 
love who and whose we are.   
 
We like to think of ourselves as children of God, or children of the Most High.  But 
that’s not really the whole story, is it?  We are first of all the enemies…whom Jesus 
would not stop loving, even as we made him suffer and die.  We are the enemies 
whom God so loved that He gave his only Son.  And that conquered us.  The 
resurrection of Jesus is God’s glorious news that loving one’s enemies has the power 
of new life… for you, and me, and our enemies…for whom Jesus also suffered and 
died.   The Resurrection of Jesus is God’s power and promise to never stop loving 
those who don’t deserve it, angrily deny it, or try to thwart it.  The risen Jesus is the 
God who will never stop loving the enemies of God, so that they might live as the 
children of the Most High.  Now, don’t you just love that? …Who and whose you 
really are.  In the heated and hurtful moments of conflict, it will seem awfully difficult 
and terribly impossible to demonstrate any love for our enemy…unless we love who 
and whose we are.   

 


